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“After sleeping in hardwood cocoons for six years,
twenty-eight 1974 MZ ISDT 250s were set loose on the
land. Who could possibly tell where they might end up?”
By John Stein
• "frankly,”

they sighed,

"we

think

it’s a waste of time.” People I talked with
displayed the tolerance of an adjourned
jury being asked to reconsider their ver
dict. My associates were certain my
brain had taken a sabbatical and that, if I
were left alone, all would return to nor
mal. All didn't, and I didn't.
I seem to be strangely attracted to old
motorcycles, or rare ones, or ones with
peculiar histories. There may be some
thing in me which softens my reason and,
like a disease, lies dormant, sometimes
for months on end. The recurring malady
seems to hit me at no predictable time;
when it hits, I am powerless to resist.
Faulty planning by a number of United
States corporations allowed several hun
dred East German MZs to sleep in hard
wood-crate cocoons for six years before
their final release to the public by Stan
dard Fittings, an industrial supply com
pany. Among the stacks of 150cc and
250cc street bikes were 28 1974 ISDT
models, fresh from the sawdust-covered
floors of Motorradwerk Zschopau,
across the iron curtain. Their full name,
for those interested in strange marques,
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is MZ ETS 250/1 G-5. For $595 and
$163.24 shipping, I managed to order
one for review.
Standard Fittings sent one of the 28 to
Cycle's editorial offices, but the motorcy
cle never reached the light of California:
its transport truck got wrecked in a high
way accident en route, and the MZ was
destroyed. Word of the tragedy reached
Westlake Village some time later, and
after recovering from shock I re-ordered
the bike. With Standard Fittings’ due
apologies, a second ISDT 250 was put
on a truck and sent out.
Days passed and I watched with a
hopeful eye for a likely courier. When
none came I began to give up hope, and
my disease slipped into dormancy. I did
not again feel the overwhelming urge to
have the MZ until Dave Hawkins burst
into my office in his usual tactful manner:
"Hey Stein, your bike’s outside.”
"What bike?” I replied. I knew of no
motorcycle intended for me.
"The MZ,” elaborated Hawkins. "It’s
here.”
Not wanting to inflate my hopes only to
have the bubble burst again, I raced out
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side, nearly bowling over a short, fat man
who had emerged from an enormous
truck. The little man didn’t say anything,
and he didn’t offer any help; he just
pointed to a discolored crate. I didn't
mind his callousness, though, because
he had what I wanted—the MZ.
I did manage to scare up some people
to help drag the crate indoors; I then pro
ceeded to tear off the top, sides and ends
with the vigor of a five-year-old at Christ
mas. Layered with dust, the MZ looked
as out of place among the resident dirt
bikes as a newborn fawn in a pride of
lions. One by one, staff members and
other interested parties filtered by to
gaze at the MZ, then depart. That is, ex
cept Phil Schilling, whose eyesight rivals
that of a sleepy bear. P. Schiller walked
right past the MZ without batting an eye,
and when I stopped him in mid-hallway to
tell of the great arrival, he exclaimed, "I
walked right by it—I thought it was an old
Jennings project!”
Let’s have one understanding straight
away: the MZ was built to last. It’s as
solid as a battleship except for one fea
ture—its all-steel chassis has a single,
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"Not wanting to inflate my hopes too much, I raced
outside and proceeded to tear open the crate with
all the vigor of a five-year-old at Christmas.”
bolted-on, 20mm front downtube that
supports the engine and skid plate via a
removable bottom loop. I'd be skeptical if
I saw a 20mm downtube on a moped, let
alone an ISDT motorcycle.
However questionable the front of the
MZ's frame may appear, nobody can
make accusations about the quality of
the engine components. Both they and
the aluminum brake hubs are exquisite, a
tribute to careful die-making and casting
procedures. Fenders? Steel, of course,
and you could swap them with 1939
Buick Phaeton fenders if you had to.
The MZ’s meager saddle is quite com
fortable, though it’s shaped not unlike a
Schwinn Stingray bicycle seat. Held on
by a plastic thumb screw, it may be
quickly removed to service the . .. frame
backbone. In all, the MZ is wide, and
much of this girth is a result of the rightside exhaust pipe, which probably ex
plains why so many East German ISDT
riders walked bow-legged.
Word of folding footrests apparently
had not leaked into the MZ factory in time
for production of the 74 machines; our
bike had one-piece, immovable steel
rests. The left-side kickstand flips down
in the normal fashion, with an added
twist: as the stand is lowered, its spring
moves across the rear brake activating
lever and sets the brake. We don’t know
if this feature was incorporated inten
tionally or accidentally, but it is clever.
Alloy rims keep unsprung weight low
and they're laced to the MZ’s hubs with a
cross-one spoke pattern—not currently
accepted as the strongest method of
hub/rim attachment. You can remove the
rear wheel with one hand and no wrench,
but removing the front wheel takes tools
and some patience. Ever heard of Reisa
tires? Here they are, in classic dimen
sions: 3.00 x 21 front, 4.00 x 18 rear.
The 250 is loaded with accessories
you might find useful. Atop the four-gallon
gas tank is a tool box/map window con
taining the following: a sixteen-piece tool
set, extra cables, a grease gun, coun
tershaft sprockets, carburetor parts, a
German technical manual and maps
showing a secret tunnel under the Berlin
Wall. Beneath the tank resides a manual
air pump. There's an excellent (lime
green) bulb horn attached behind the
front number plate, and a rear-view mirror
that won’t fit anywhere conveniently. Per
haps you're supposed to strap it to one of
your wrists.
At the heart of this Cenozoic-era enduro bike is a 69 x 65mm, 243cc, pistonport two-stroke engine. Special features
include twin-coil and twin-plug ignition, alJULY 1980

though not the type normally associated
with multiple ignition circuits. You get
your choice of plugs: left or right. Both
can’t be used at once—you control which
gets the message by flipping a toggle
switch mounted beneath the gas tank.
A remote-float 30mm BFV carburetor
has a tickler button and a choke, and it’s
neatly hidden behind an Early German
Gasthaus vinyl shroud. A practiced hand
may tickle the carburetor through the
shroud, but the MZ still requires the
choke for cold starts. Right from the
crate, once pre-mix was added, our par
ticular bike started on the twelfth kick,
settling down to a loud, raspy idle. The
huge muffler does little to silence sound
coming from the combustion chamber.
In operation, our bike suffered slightly
from detonation: an indication, perhaps,
that gasoline is not now as volatile as in
1974, or that the MZ’s timing was too far
advanced. Plenty of horsepower is pro
duced, and the MZ accelerates smartly
up most hills. Its clutch is stiff and it en
gages suddenly, making starting in awk
ward situations a minor challenge.
Though blessed with a lot of power, the
MZ’s delivery is more like a motocrosser’s than a diesel tractor’s. The engine is

"The MZ started on the twelfth kick and settled down to a
loud, raspy idle. The secret to getting along with the
grabby clutch is to always be pointed in the right direction.”
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found along fireroads and smooth, fast
trails. There’s some likelihood of end
swapping on fireroads, but good riders
will be able to remain upright while mak
ing respectable time. Newer, softer-com
pound tires would be a definite asset. As
delivered, the MZ’s front tire washes out,
and that necessitates putting your weight
over the tank. Unfortunately, the mas
sive, hard-leather tank bag gets in your
way, and it forcefully suggests you re
spect its presence or else.
When you do encounter rough sec
tions the MZ throws temper tantrums.
Standing on the pegs places you at the
liberty of the sloping seat back and the
tank bag, and sitting down hurts nearly as
much. The MZ’s most valuable asset is
its low height: if you really get in trouble
you can simply jump off.
My best riding proved to come on the
street—there the 250 handled nicely, of
fered plenty of speed and minimal vibra
tion, even though its tires held only
slightly better than greased slicks. I’d
guess that most MZ ISDT riders made up
precious minutes in the road sections.
Besides the excitement of simply
being involved with the MZ, there were
“What’s remarkable is how people could have won gold medals
mini-adventures almost every time I
on MZs in the ISDT. To ride our bike for six days would
straddled the bike. For instance, during a
photo session Hawkins and I had gone on
take the patience of a saint and the body of a gorilla.”
the first day with the bike, I learned that
the engine should be stopped only at the
peaky, and that can cause traction diffi
Shock absorbers? Not much better. If top of hills. Dave, carrying his camera
culties on loose ground. In short, the en the fork is a nuisance, the shocks are equipment in a truck, was going back to
gine develops more horsepower than the downright surly; they bottom even more the office via the pavement. I wanted to
rear tire can transfer, a situation that in easily, and when they do, the rear end ride the MZ back on what I assumed
vites frequent fishtailing on steep hills. bounces high into the air: you can hit a would be its natural habitat—a trail.
The secret to getting along with the medium-size ravine hard enough in nor
“Dave,” I said, “I think I’ll take a trail
grabby clutch and sudden powerband is mal riding to make your teeth hurt. By back to the office.” And I fully intended
to be pointed in the right direction when today’s standards the shocks do little to. I watched the Hawk drive off, then
the power’s on and you’ve released the more than keep the chassis off the turned to start the MZ. Kick, kick, kick.
clutch lever.
ground. The units are made by Renak Nothing. I switched plugs by the toggle
There’s lots of water on our planet, and and produce 4.0 inches of wheel travel. If switch. More nothing.
the MZ deals with it a lot better than many the shocks don’t have much damping ac
“Rats,” I said to nobody in particular,
motorcycles built today do. Since the air tion, at least their rods may stay clean:
“I guess I’ll push-start the bike.” I started
intake is fairly high and protected by the aluminum covers keep dirt and water up a long, hot hill. I sure was delighted to
patent-leather cover, the MZ can wade in from causing grievous harm.
see Hawkins drive back into view, and I
deep. Dive right in—the engine won’t skip
For a ride along a dirt road or gentle flagged him down as if he were a lifeboat.
a beat, although your heart might.
trail, the MZ is adequate. Avoiding rough In fact, David had shown more sense
Shifting the MZ takes a concerted terrain would be the best advice a friend than I had by waiting at the first corner to
effort. The selector-lever throw is long, could give, especially to those pre make sure I got started. You just don’t
and the lower gears have wide ratio disposed to backaches. Riding rapidly find friends like that every day.
gaps. Once in fifth gear you’ll notice the asks for trouble because of the MZ’s in
The next weekend, a friena ^ valued for
MZ isn’t turning many revs: the tall gear herent instability.
his tow rope) and I went riding on some
ing is quite an asset when the time comes
Fortunately, the 250 has a low seat rain-soaked hills. We couldn’t resist mak
to cover smooth terrain at great speed.
height (31.8 inches). This really allows ing a little ad-lib course. The course, like
I can most accurately describe the you to paddle effectively through rough many laid out in haste, varied and soon
MZ’s manners in rough terrain by com sections, and you’ll need to do some there was a nice short supplementary
paring the bike to a freshly saddled paddling, because the bike springs off in loop tacked on. This loop just happened
bronco. Trying to hustle the 250 along a the most awkward directions with to skirt a large mudhole. Calling it a mud
rough trail is an awful experience, one scarcely a moment's notice. There’s little pond would be more accurate, but what
likely to leave you with sore kidneys and ground clearance, but this isn’t a serious ever you call it that puddle was big and
a paddled derriere. Front-wheel travel is problem. The MZ’s 311 pound wet it was deep.
5.9 inches, and the fork has other memo weight is a problem, especially when you
I figured a sure-bet way to get in front
rable features: 34mm tubes, external must lift the bike out of a ravine or up an and have some fun was to take a shortcut
springs, steel sliders and much stiction. embankment. In the mud, the locomotive across the edge of this mudhole, then fly
The fork bottoms readily, provides little weight really becomes trying. Big a chore back and flaunt the lead by throwing a
rebound damping and, when the front as wrestling the MZ around is, there are magnificent roostertail. A great idea, but
wheel is lofted, it tops with a solid clunk. at least plenty of handholds to cling to.
the depth of the mud frustrated the exSo much for the front end.
If the MZ has a forte, it’s probably
( Continued on page 76)
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MZ ISDT 250 Continued from page 74
ecution. The MZ stuck, right up to its
hubs. By Ed Hertfelder’s reckoning, this
shouldn't have been a problem; I should
have simply pulled the motorcycle free.
But every time I pulled up, my feet went
down and the motorcycle stayed put.
Some local riders happened along and
for a moment I thought I was in luck. They
were like the portly truck driver, though—
passively reluctant to get involved with
the MZ. "Is it just me?" I wondered. One
person did offer to yank the MZ to safety
by attaching it by cable to the rear of his
four-wheel-drive truck. I declined, figuring
this would be an excellent way to bend
the MZ’s fork and tweak the truck’s
bumper. My tow-rope friend and I waded
knee-deep and began rolling the bike out
end-over-end, collecting mud like frost
ing. Later on we went for a swim in the
ocean in full enduro garb—and emerged
10 pounds lighter.
Once warmed up, the MZ never
started without a rolling assist. When
cold it would usually fire on the first kick,
and this led to some interesting specula
tion about the ignition and fuel systems.
Besides its starting reluctance, the MZ’s
right-side chain adjuster broke, allowing
Lightweight, comfortable protection is important on the
the axle to cock awkwardly in the swing
arm and letting the chain skip teeth.
racetrack — and that’s just where Arai helmets are proving
Though the engine sheds water like a
themselves to be right out front in top quality protection.
duck, the brakes make up for that asset
their hatred for the stuff. The an
Arai helmets are chosen by some of today’s best racers, experts with
chors are dangerously weak when dry
like Aksland, Baldwin, Boody, Brow, Burgett, Cooley, Eklund,
and absolutely useless when wet. Other
Ongais, Singleton, Spencer & more who know the importance disappointments include the odometer,
which worked intermittently, and the
of the best head protection and appreciate the advantages of a headlight and taillight, which didn’t work
at all.
really comfortable helmet.
What is the MZ ETS 250 /1 G-5 good
Arai protection? Ask the racer who’s put one to use!
for? Near as I can tell: looking at; it’s not
particularly fun to ride over any terrain
Comfortable, quality protection should be no less important to
that’s not smooth. You’d have to be some
every motorcyclist and a complete range of Arai helmets is
sort of lunatic to compete on one, though
available for every taste and need. Arai comfort? Ask the rider in 1974 you might have been fooled into
thinking the bike was suitable simply be
who wears one!
cause you didn’t know any better. If you
were an East German you may not have
Check out the Arai helmet line — from the
had a choice.
Super-Lightweight RX-7 at $150. and other SNELL-75 models
An aggressive rider can deal with the
MZ for a day of casual riding, and some
right on through
one with Castrol R for blood might survive
to the wide
a one-day enduro. What’s remarkable is
selection of special
how people could have won gold medals
in the ISDT riding these things. To ride our
design/color
bike for six days would take the patience
finishes available
of a saint and the body of a gorilla.
Mostly, the MZ is a vision of the off
to compliment
road
industry about 10 years ago. Grad
just about any
ual progress sometimes goes unnoticed;
bike on the road.
you may not realize just how far bikes
have come until you stop to look over
your shoulder. The MZ is the perfect ma
chine to make you understand this. It
may not be likable, but it inspires plenty
The Arai Challenger X75 and S75 shown are available in sizes S, M, L
of admiration for the riders who dealt with
and XL in a wide variety of colors through Arai Helmets, Ltd.—P.O.
it and gratitude to the people who forced
Box 421 Dept. ZD 5—Tenafly NJ 07670. A full color brochure illustrat
change in the dirt-bike industry. For
ing the entire range of Arai helmets is available; send 50 cents in coin or
$595, that’s a cheap lesson and a price
stamps to cover postage and handling.
less vision.
®
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